
Build apps and deliver content to your staff, your clients and your clients’ customers

WHAT IS AN INTEGRATED COMMUNICATIONS SOLUTION ?

Integrated communications solutions built with the Liquid State Platform allow you to

deliver personalised content via mobile and tablet apps. In fact, Liquid State content

outputs are also available for web and print. Our solutions are designed to fit within

existing content creation and publishing workflows, with support for content created both

within the platform, and from a range of supplementary import types. 

The Liquid State Platform allows businesses to build cross-platform apps and create multi-

channel content as part of an integrated communications solution. That way you can manage

and deliver the right communications to the right people on the right devices.  The platform

offers an integrated workflow from content creation, to app development, to app user

management.  

Create content for apps, web and print

Build apps for all screens

Engage your audience with personalised,

searchable content

Measure success with actionable analytics

Integrate with third-party platforms



Liquid State allows you to transform your communications approach, and create an

integrated communications solution for:

LIQUID STATE SOLUTIONS

World-wide bring your own
device (BYOD) usage will
increase by 20% in 2016 

83% of mobile and tablet
users now expect a seamless
experience across all devices 

When Barclays Bank
implemented a mobile

intranet app, staff
engagement rose 22% 

To increase engagement

22%

WHY MOBILE FIRST ?

 To deliver seamless experience To address the rise of BYOD

Marketing

Publish the latest content marketing communications to segmented

audiences and monitor actionable analytics

Internal Communications

Share up to date, organisational communications securely with a

private-facing app

Sales

Transform your team’s sales pitch with an interactive app to include

product demos, videos and the latest catalogues

Workplace Health & Safety

Ensure all staff stay up to date with the latest policies and procedures

with in-built forms, interactive content and rich media

Reporting

Publish new and archival reports in an interactive, searchable format,

accessible by all stakeholders

83% 20%

INFOGRAPHIC: Why mobile first? Sources: Enterprise mobility brings new communication opportunities,

iabc.com. Top predications for BYOD and Enterprise Mobility in 2016, syntonic.com. Mobile web usage in

2015 onwards, wolfgangjaegel.com
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Step 1

Create and edit content from a single source of truth. Carbon Editor allows

you to craft consistent content across mobile, web and print.

HOW DOES IT WORK?

Chart: Typical time taken to develop custom apps versus Liquid State apps.

Source: Cost to build apps survey 2015, Clutch.co

33 hours

832 hours

203 hours

CUSTOM (HIGH)CUSTOM (MID)CUSTOM (LOW)LIQUID STATE

Custom in-house development of apps and publishing ecosystems

is costly, slow, and rigid. Leveraging the Liquid State Platform

empowers you to deliver an app as part of an integrated

communications solution   at a fraction of the cost, in substantially

less time, and with greater flexibility. Ongoing platform support

ensures solution stability, as well as access to newly developed

features and functions -all without requiring in-house custom app

development.

PLATFORM APPROACH VS. CUSTOM

Step 2

Configure a public or private facing app and manage segmented content

distribution with the intuitive Ubiquity Dashboard.

Step 3

Distribute messaging directly to employees, customers, staff, and

stakeholders with a cross-platform app.

Step 4

Integrate with third-party platforms to ensure your communications remain

consistent across channels.

Step 5

Monitor key engagement analytics and measure ROI for the integrated

communications solution.

3320 hours
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THE LIQUID STATE PLATFORM

Carbon Editor is a single-source-of-truth content

management system, used to create and edit consistent

content for apps, web, and print.

Create and edit raw content in a structured workflow

Import existing XML and RSS feeds

Apply styling at the time of export to optimise content for all formats

Publish content to your Ubiquity Dashboard, web and print

Collaborate as a team by assigning roles for editors, designers, and admin

Ubiquity Dashboard allows you to manage your apps,

distribute segmented content, and monitor user

engagement with in-built analytics.

Create and publish branded apps for iOS, Android and web browsers.

Manage and publish app content from a variety of import types, including

Carbon Editor, HTML, InDesign, PDF and more

Create app user segments to personalise content distribution and send

targeted notifications

Monitor actionable analytics to track user engagement measure return on

investment

Integrate Liquid State with your existing workflows

across a variety of third-party platforms. 

Enable in-app integrations through an app toolbar, which can be used to point

to websites, social media, email, maps, and a range of other widgets

Ingest content created in a range of third-party systems and platforms, from

simple static documents to advanced HTML and XML

Set up automatic ingestion of content from RSS feeds

Publish content created in the Liquid State platform to other systems and

platforms

Speak to your Liquid State representative about advanced integrations with

user authentication systems, native third-party software integrations, and

more...
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APPS BUILT WITH LIQUID STATE

The Liquid State Platform allows you to deliver personalised content to your audience,

through responsive cross-platform apps for mobile, tablet and desktop devices.

Building and managing apps with Liquid State doesn’t require any technical expertise as

you don’t need to write a single line of code.

Apps built with Liquid State are fully branded to suit your style guide. With several app

interface styles available, and custom theming for fonts and colours, you can produce

an app that looks and feels purpose-built while bypassing costly and time-consuming

ad-hoc interface design and implementation.

Branding & App Interface Options
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The Liquid State Platform allows you to configure your app once, and publish it to all

major platforms, across all screen sizes. iOS and Android apps are built on native

frameworks, and are optimised for mobile and tablet devices. An HTML5 web app

output is available for all major web browsers, ensuring that users can enjoy a seamless

experience across all devices.

A positive first interaction with an app is vital to fostering ongoing user engagement.

Apps built with Liquid State include a series of onboarding screens, presented to users

the first time they open the app. Onboarding screens have three purposes: to educate

the user on the functions and benefits of the app; to allow the user to register their app

login details; and to collect profile information that can be used to inform

personalisation of content and notifications.

App User Onboarding & Profile Creation

Multiple App Outputs

A personalised experience is increasingly recognised as an integral component of any

communications solution. Liquid State’s segmentation-driven content publishing

system ensures each and every app user’s experience is tailored to their specific profile

and interests. Content sets, notifications, and app toolbar integrations are all

personalised via automatic and/or manual app user segmentation.

Personalised App Experience
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A multichannel app is an essential part of any future-facing communications solution -

but it is only one piece of a larger brand presence. Apps built with Liquid State include

an app toolbar that houses integrations with external resources. Link to websites,

social media, email, maps, and a range of other widgets. All links open in an in-app

browser, ensuring your user stays within the branded app environment.

The main content view of an app built with Liquid State can simply contain a library of

documents and media. However, document sets can also be organised into categories.

Categorising documents provides an effective visual representation of information

hierarchy and results in an intuitive navigation flow through the app. It also allows for

simple 1-1 segmentation of entire content sets based on users’ profiles.

Document Categorisation

In-app Integrations

Sometimes the simplest tools are the most powerful. Content created with the Liquid

State platform is fully searchable within the app interface. This allows users to quickly

and easily identify content that contains key terms and phrases. Search suggestions

and search history make the feature even more useful.

Full Text Search

App content responsively scales or reflows to match the size of the screen it is being

viewed on. App users can access the same content on their smartphone, tablet, and

computer, and enjoy an optimised viewing experience on all screen sizes.

Adaptive Display
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Liquid State is an Australian based technology company founded in 2011.  We are now

working with clients across Australia, Germany, the United Kingdom, Canada and

Switzerland. 

ABOUT LIQUID STATE

"We are excited about the possibilities for using Liquid State to make

our communications more effective across the range of countries and

companies in the Sonic Healthcare family”

LET'S TALK
Craft an integrated communication solution for your staff, your customers

or your client’s customers with Liquid State.

General

+61  (0) 7 3162 4126

Peter Joseph

Chief Information Officer

Sonic Healthcare International

twitter.com/LiquidStateTeam linkedin.com/company/liquid-state

Enterprise Solutions

Partner Program

info@liquid-state.com

enterprise@liquid-state.com

agencies@liquid-state.com
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